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Nontraditional Blue Collar Wdrk Among Urban W mOn

INTRODUCTION

This paper represents an initial statement of some key concepts and relationships

central to research in progress on women entering nontradit onal blue collar occu-

pations. After a preliminary statement of why research in eneral on women in non-
,

professional jobs, be they clerical, service or blue cop.a is essentiaNthe paper

zeroes in on some of the possible structural and social p ychoIogicaI factors re

la/ted to the vntry of women into nontraditional fields. he paper concludes with

. some observations about the ways in which training and e rly work experiences as

well as relationships with significant others may serve o help or hinder the

NI movement of women into nontraditional jobs.

WHY STUDY WHEN ENTERING NONTRADITIONAL BLUE COLLAR WO

Hiit'orical Appropriateness

Initially studies of wine and particularly works women are historically

appropriate at thistime in light of the substantial I crease of women in the work

overover the last seventy years: 'What studieswe d have on the increases of

women in the labor force have been for the most part eneral,analyses by economits
-

and demographers to assess the ways in Which technolo ical advancepents,..social

structural.shifts-and supply - demand relations have c tributed to the increased

/ -participation of women. :A review of the-literature ndicates that with the exception

of an increasing body of motivational research on.co lege women students -arid pro=

fessional women,,littlehas yetigieen'done to assess elf perception`s avid the social

Context of the decision to go to work for the-varie and large numbers of.women

(entering the work force. A broader research focus women!swdrk roles is therefore

-2essential. .

In addition, the fact-that today the la gest. number of working women
4

are aged.fortyand over, are married and are not in:phil'professions suggests:that

the working woglan of today is quite different than Cher sister of twenty years ago.

Nonetheleps, the nonprofessional workingyedan.ib terely researched.
,

Inssylte of signif entr,l,a5pis sin laborlorhe participation, women continue

to be concentrated ,f a relatiely small number of occupations (of 500, the majority

°of women fall nti$ 9) 4 and in those occupations where we find high proportions of

. women we also £ d lower*Wages.and:salaries (U.S. Department of Labor, Women's

Bureau, 1969).
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Table 1

WOMEN WERE 90% OR iORE OF TOTAL EMPLOY

Housekeepers (private household)
Nurses OrofesSional).
Receptionists
Babysitters
Chambermaids and maids (exlept

private household)
Secretaries
'S4xessmakers and seamstresses

,(except factory)
Telephone operators k

Private household workers (n.e.c.)

Stenographers,
Practical.nurses
Typists
Sewers and stitchers -(mfg.)
NUrads.(student)
Laundresses (privare household),
Attendants.(physicians" and

dentists' offices).
Dietitians and nutritionists
Demonstrators
Milliners

WOMEN WERE 80-TO 89 PERCENT OF TOTAL EMPLOYED

Hairdressers and cosmetologists
. Waitresses

Teachers (elementary school)
File clekka
Bookkeepers

Housekeap ste ardesses
(exce t private dUsehold)

Boarding and lod ng house
keepers '

Librarians

WOMEN WERE 75-TO 79 PERCENT OF TOTAL EMPLOYED

Cashiers.
Operativea (apparel and accessories)

"Apinners:(textiie)
Dancers and dancing teachers

Attenda is and assistants
(1 rary)

Oper, tives (knitting mills)
Mi ives

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, BUreau:of-the Census: 'U.S. Census

of,Population, 1960. Detailed Characteristics, U.S. Summary, PC (1)--1D" 1963.

The sex labeling of jobs over time and the concomitant low status and income

accorded to th'e jobs in which women work creates critical economic and psycholbgical

problems for women, especially in an era such as our own where close to a third of

all women workers are heads of househblds and as many are Oor
u

families above the poverty line.- The Complex reasons for this typ

to helpkeep their

f sex. labeling ,

have been detailed elsewhere (see Oppenheimer 1968). What needs to be emphasized

fromour,point of view is that as(rheeconomic and life cycle needs of women have

shifted, and the physical requirements of traditional blue collar'occupatiots have

been significantly reduced, Where has been only. a. negligible shift away from sex

typed occupational, choicesparticularly in working class jobs where women are
/ .

clearly under-represented in a wide range of potential employment categories. The

Department,of Labor reports that although 50% of all male workers continue to be
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blue collar workers ca lakge pk9p9#tiOn of which enjoy salary and health beWits

.

V J4g1

as a function of union membership), only 1Wof all women workers fall into this

category. The majority of women workers'and in particular working class women

.workers, are ghettoized in under paid, non-organized clerical and secretarial

position, assembly line.jobs and service fields such as housekeepIng and waitressing

Uhat is needed are not merelvstruCtural andeconomicOKlyses-of the fact of sex

typing, but more individualized studies which beginto isolate the more particular,

istic, psychological, 'and sociological factoks which perpetuate this sex typing

overt time

Sociological Relevance

Studies of blue collar women are important to the field of sociology, at this

time. It is now commonly acknowledged that the sociological and. psychological

'literature on career choice processes, occupational values and the meaning of work

have a biased perspective in terms 6f- both sex and claSs. This flows largely-from

the fact that social scientists tend to utilize the most readily available respon-
, . .

dents fOr their generalizations about human behavior and these are all too often

upper middle class, disproportionately white male students in universities. This

is problematic in light of social. scientists tendency to generalize to populations

with whom they. have little personal experience. or identity. 'Too often stereotypic

notions result; the workingtdanten portrayed as some highly undifferentiated

category; women are many times seen as all alike, and little care or .time is taken

to discover and understand the myriad of differences in perceptions, orientations,

expectations,. and experiences within thes categories.

The blinders which previously charact2rized much social science research have

left a-gkeat void i our understanding of the socialization process and the nature

of occupational choice'making contexts and processes among less socially and edu-

cationally advantaged people. 41gelave too often assumed that one is a carpenter or

"a plumber, a secretary or a cosmetologist.because one didn't have the inclination
0

or ooportunity to be "anything better" and so, often fail to investigate the very

real choice making processes that may be going on among less well educated men

and women moving into a,iiie's vocation.

It is also interesting to note that what literature does focus on women concerns

itself-almost exclusively with college educated, professional women and the social

and-economic context, surrounding their decisions to work. A review of recent key,

studies in the field reveals a rash of articles and books on women scientistsp
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attorneys, M.D.'s and Ph.D.'s; studies of. dual career families which.are almost

exclusiVAy-orprofessionals and many new works on the American woman c011ege student,

her attitudes, aspirations and expectations (see especifelly Theodore 1971; A

1969, 1972; Holmstrom 1972; Ginzherg 1966; Epstein-1970; Rossi 1965, 1974).

Aside from the numerous straight forward statistical governmental publication6

on women, there exists but a handful of academic studies of women in-lower middle
A

claSs.and working class occupations. One exception is the poverty and manpower

literature of the sixties, most of which, however, concerns. itself with tlie problems

-of -severely_ economically _distressed_ economic and struc-

tural variables at the expense of ihtrd and inter personal ones. The literature on

women and work thus is far from comprehensive and aside from a small number asily
S

measureable Variables like age,, marital status, education and husb income, we

know very little .about the social and economic context ofwo n s decision to

work. Aside from the "desire to serve other," "to work with people," "to do inter-
,

esting things" and parallel-talues emerging from the research on college men and

women, (McClelland'1964; RgCnberg.1957; Davis 1965), and the rather biased :person-
,

ality and interest inventories developedin the vocational testing field (Kuder 1961

Strong 1946; Holland 1966) we really know very little about the values and meanings

women attach to work.,

If'the Iiteraturesowwomen is guilty of being limited to one type of working

woman, the litertture on working class and blue collar work is guilty of'being

limited to studies of male workers. Although the largest proportions of working

women come from the workihg and lower middle class (Levitan 1971), the literature

on work and work roles in,these classes focuses,almost entirely on men. If -one does

find a discussion of women it is within the context of marriage and family studies

such as Rainwater's work on working men's wives (1959) or Komarovsky's htudy of

blue collar marriage (1962). Women'S work and income is discussed of y in terms

of its contribution to the economic status of the family, not as an teresting

phenomenon in itself. Men's work roles on the other hand, are given much more

attention. There are some indications that even among the working clas women

work for complex reasons and not just for "pin money." Certainly Komarovsky's

discussion of thexpressed desire among many working class wives she interviewed to

"get out of the house" and "meet interesting peepl" are real components (Komarovsky

1962). We are not disputing that a primary reason men. and women work is economic but

we do watt to-suggest that the meaning of work to men and women is also more than a

paycheck. We still know very little about what mdanings women attach to their work

6
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and why they choose one vocational focus over another. Even given the educational

and structural barriers entry in numerous careers, working class women have a

range of 'choices open to them and increasing numbers are moving in nontraditional

directions. Such choices and movements are sociologically interesting. ;

SocialTolicy Impiicationi

Finally, it is important to stub working women and particularly nontraditional

blue collar women because if the national emphasis being placed on equal employment

opportunity nd the special needs of previously excluded constituencies. lumen are

slPariy exc &from many fields.

Table 2

Distribution of Employed Women by Occupation, 1940 and 1970

PERCENT OF AS PERCENT'OF BOTH

WOMEN SEXES EMPLOYED IN

EIIPLOYED OCCUPATION

MAJOR OCCUPATION GROUP 1970 -1940 1970

TOTAL
Thousands 29,667 11,920

Percent 100.0 100.0 38.1

White-collar workers
1,

Professional,technical workers 14.5 13.2 38.5

Managers, officials, proprietors 4.5 3.8 15.9

Clerical workers
6 34.5 21.2 74.6

Sales workers 7.0 7.0 43.1

Blue-collar workers
'Craftsmen, foremen 1.0 0.9 3.3

Operatives 14.5 18.4 30.9

Nonfarm laborers 0.5 0.8 3.7

Service workers
Private household workers 5.1 17.6 97.4

Service workers (except
private household) 1b.5 11.3 60.2

Farm workers 4

All farm occupations 1.8
N

r 5.8 16.7

1940

25.9

45.4
11.7
52.6
27.9

2.1

25.7
3.2

93.8

40.1

8.0'

SOURCE: U.S.,Department of Labor, Manpower Report of thePresident (Washington,

D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1571) Table A-9.

Although Manpower projections for 1985 suggest a slow decline in blue collar jobs

in general, the category of craftsmen, foreman is expected to increase rapidly.

Included in th s category are s eh-fields as electrician, plumber, appliance service

Elperson, and fi lly business m chine services, which will be one of the leading

7
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-growth occupations (Levitan.1972). It is also expected that clerical employees will .

-continue to grow. Given the outdated sex - typing of jobs, it would, seem imperative
,

that educational And training programs be developed-with a concern for 'preparing-:

woden as well 'as men for these anticirlkated growth areas in blue collar jobs.

However, when welook at recent figures on the kinds of vocational training courses

women are enrolled in we see 'very little movement away from sa=eyped j

-Table 3

s.

WOMEN rioOLLED IR PUBLIC VOCATIONAL COURSES, BY TYPE 07 PROCRAM.1966-67

All anmen enrallreo
_coo ary ' u hoof Ycar.F:Cnndnry-

COUtStri {C11401 COUCEVS
Ailiffi-OTEMOL

V.Mfreli

3.

hpeeirl r.oct.5
prozrz:LA

?mu:to' Nui-rher

l'orccnt Aq 1..rce"t,
ctrl. of tothl

Tttion co,rolloa.
.

Nurnhor

Percent,

bution Number

Pe:cont.
thgrf-
Lution

' Percent
diArl

_Number bttfrin :lumber
t "

Tot al 3,827,1GG 100.0 54.3 . 2,349,070 100.0 214,517 100.0 1,228,169 .100.0 35,320
-7: - -- --

659,501Horan cilbnonika 2 1011'21 519 96.2 1 ,4IG,125 60.3 :,i,030 1.4 53.7 22,499

Jbbor;entrd cottn..-.5 57,P25 1.5 91.5 .8,280 .8 2,744 1.3 31,762 2.6 4,236
Of5ce occupations 1,21,1,925 31.7 77.3 781,459 33.3 128,509 50.9 .301,494 24.5 3,40
Dir.tributian 21.1,314 5,r; 94.G 74,44G 3.2 . COS 3.1 130,9.17 16.7 2,253
Traelt. ?:(1 iiuiu ary ..... . . .15,1`06 41 10.5 53:849 2.3 17,189 8.0. 79,218 C.5 5,552

atiot:N 2.8 94.7 -15,173 .7 41,098 23.8 40,837 3.3 1,367
Ter..) 22,i0 .5 8.6 2,445 .1 . 7,509 3.5 32,881 1.0 55
Atrirt!llt.re 9,003 .2 -1.0 .4,913,, .2 GCS .3 3,311 311

-
1:,cJ !, I N cour.c41 I It) g1J,11 rept -ntAy,

St II, parti..fte, or Iteinith, Wt11.nrc. Oftec of Vlucalloth Div131;,,n or Vocativrvl f.ott Tcf:tolcol re:ucttfoo.

eistri-
tutifi4

63.

12,
9.
G.

35.

3,0

In addition we find that of the over .100,000 women in Department of Labor train-

ing programs, high percentages are training for conventional jobs (41% clerical,

23% service in institutional training programs; 15% clerical and 32% service in

on-the-job training programs). An additional large percentagh of women are training

for new careers in health. However, in other growth fields such as machine trades,

bench work and electronic components assembly and repair, we find muth less repre-

sentation virtually none in institutional training programs; a more encouraging 10%.

in on-the-job training progr4s (Department of Labor, Women's Bureau, 1969).

The most distressing datum however, is that of the 278,000 registered apprentices

in training at Ehe beginning of 1968, less than 1% were women. The majority of

these clustered in areas such as cosmetology, dressmaking or bookbinding. Apprentice-
,

able occupations also include clock and watch repairperson, electronic technician;

ver, optical mechanic, precision lefts grinder, plumber, draftsperson, electrical

,equipment tepairer, and so on; none of which require great physical prowess,.but all

of which had virtually no women apprentices (U.S. Department of Labor, Women's

Bureau 1969). In the state of California as of December 1973, 38,709 persons were'.

regioterd apprentices. Of these, 133 were women and 4he majority were apprenticing

to become bookbinders.



This continued under-representation of Women stands in direct ContraAldtion,to

recent federallegislatiolvmandating equal 'employment opportunitieei fair:emploY7

merits practices. and affirmative ac tion. In, order to respond to governmental mandates
.

aethe economic and psychic needs of working_ women,in.the next two decadee,.
.

Wis:iMperative that we develop counseling,-recruitment and.training/ptograme.' *.

Wach,mill.!enable urban women to move into nontradttiOnal blue collar work roles.

We are beginni g to recogAe that women in working clabs occupations have special

r needs. This is uite dt ma zany demonstrated'-by the FOrd Foundation's recent

supOortof the dev opmedt of a Trade Union WOmen's Studies-program through Cornell

UniVersity School of ridustrial and Labor Relations:, This program exists as a
- 4

response to the articulated needs ofUnion women for leadership development and

management skillet. However, many women need training at an even more basic level

eindthe Andy we are embarking, on will hopefully result in data that could contri-

bUteto thefoloowing: .(a) pinpointing target populations potentially interested

in training.in nontraditionalAoba; (b) suggesting strategies for effectiVe-recrait-.

ment'into nontraditional job training programs; (c) developing training models that

build personal confidences nd work commitment:at the same time that they teach,

skills '

PROFOSITIONS FOR RESEARCH

Extent of Traditionalism in- Expectations of Women's Roles

What are some of the specific questions, issues,-of. propositions which can inform

research efforts on working women particularly in the less traditional blue collar

fields? Initial discussions with researchers and practitioners and preliminary

interviews wtih women trainees and apPrentices,have suggested some pOtentially

fruitful lines of investigation.

4

.

A central factor differentiating wooen.makiqg nontraditional work choices from

women making traditional ones is likely to be the extent oftraditionalism in

attitudes towards women's roles.

Dimensions of traditionalism include: higher commitment 0 marriage and familf

ma riage in family roles, rather than a central life role. Lower needs' for

ro es with outside paying work seen as secondary; something to be fit around

autonomy in terms of both.qupervisoiy and economic concerns. Less_ willingness to

compete economically ors prOfessionallY with men. Higher concern with personal .

attractiveness to men (defined.in current "ladies magazine" image terms). Greater

concern with being defined as nr-assertive, compliant, and supportiVe in relations

with others. Higher concern with opportunities to serve Others.
. . ,

9-



Dimensions of nontraditienalism include: equal:or priMary commitment to work '4

,

roles vis -a -vis Tarriage andgfamily roles. Higher.needor economic. and work -

a

0

environment autonomy. Lower ;poncern about competing w t men economically or fdr.
A .

jobs. Less priority given t&*personal attra4iveness glt yen: particularli in Corpt..

ventional terms. Less self Consciousness about personaVassertivenqss. .Higher

needs for autonomy. Less priority given to. desire to serve otherK- A wid4 range

Tsf previous research suggests theimportance of variablea,such as these,,parti-

oularly.with regard to the connection between concern for attractiveness to, men,

traditional ithages of femininity',, and, women's choices and attitudes - towards- the

meaning and importance of paying work role's in their lives. ' (See in particular,

KoMarovsky, 1946; Coleman, 1961; J. Davis, 1964; Horner, 1973.)

College studies by Rosenberg (1957) and J. Davis (1964) and more general

studies of vocational interests (Super, 1963; Holland, 1966) all suggest the sig-

nificance of the influence of values and self concept on vocational choice. It

goes without saying that social class, opportunity structures and personal abilities

are important factors in this process. However, given similarities in social class,

opportunities andabilitieg, people still make'different choices and it is likely

!4
that this is due in part to the presence of'particular sets of orientations'one

perceives' As necessary for, át at least consonent with, the pursuit of one occu-

patiOn rather than another. ''

The most crucial variable for predicting occUpational.choice has traditionally

been gender. However, research has demonstrated that gender differences are really

more relfective of sex-typed value differences. In fact, in one study it Was

demonstrated that when the effects'of values are controlled, the siinificance of

gender washes out (Walshok, 1969). In other words, if a person values for example,

noppoiLnities for leridership" a value associated4With male occupations, ht?" she

is more likely to choose 'a traditionally male field. The opposite is also true.

Men and women are early, socialized into stereotypic roles which emphasize autonomy,

atabition, assertiveness and,strength in Men and dependence, nuxurence, docility

and frailty in women. This sex typing further expresses itself in occupational

choice. Though one may personally dislike the norms which dictate certain kinds

of values and personal trait's as essential to doin&4pe kind of job rather than

another) and would lik to see more flexible definitions of occupational roles,

it retrains the case thrdt,specific orientations tend to.cluster with specific jobs.

For this reason, it could be expected that a key differentiating factor between

10
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traditibnal and nontraditional women'tlill be the degree of traditional4:11 in their

images of the feminine role.and.the-degree of traditionalism of theirwork valueb

which ,in turn shoula relate to the extent of traditionaliamy,their'actual

4neupa04nal cboices.

EXtent of traditionlism is also a key variable along which training and work

environments can be characterized. Even though one may have values and orientations

which result in an openness to nontraditional alternatives, for a commitmeneto

these alternatives to grow andisolidify, ;there must be positively reinforcing sets

of experiences over time. In this regard the expectations of signifj.cant others

would-be a crucial factor. -Both the psychological -and 'StJalahrgital --research -has---

demonstrated convincingly 'the importance of performance expectations for actual

performance (Rosenthal, 1966; 4968). It is our contention that if a program or

employer is recruiting women and ostensibly committed to training them in non-

traditional skills while in
,
fact administrators and instructors are doing so

begrudgingly,.with-conventionalizad images of women and expectations that they

"probably won't make it" it's quite likely that many women'worf;t make it. In

research it is important to utilize a variety of measures to tap the attitudes

towards women in'general and the eXpettations of the trainee. or employee in

particular among program administrators ands instructors. In this i special

training of the instructors in developing a sensitivitIrte-lk674rwould be a pOSitive;.

indicator of concern for real success. Womeni-s-Perceptions of'the extent to' Which

their Ohrents,lhusbands, boyfriends, and friends are supportive or non-supportive

of their choice are ateo.important. Research on women has suggested that the

extent of this kind of support is essential to high levels of commitment in women

(Bernard, 1966; Horner, 19721 Holmstrom, 1973).

A related dimension concerns the nature of the training or work group itself.

Based on studies of the task oriented behavior of women,in Single sex as opposed to

mixed sex environments (Gough, 1973), it'could be expected the la ger the proportion'

of women in a program, the more successful the learning experienc. will be. The

reluctance of women to assert themselves in mixed sex groups may b an obstacle to

comprehensive learning. Additionally, it could be expected that the extent to

which the training cohort becomes a mutually satisfying informal group will also

effect success because of the potential this provides for positive rein rcement

and a sense of not being a lone "rebel" or "token" representative in the nontrad-

itional area. Informal contacts with other nontraditional'women will increase

one's sense of role integration whereas isolation of roles aobably intensifies

feelings of fragmentation' and strain.
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More specifically in studies of nontraditional training and work environments

the capacity of the work .environment to attract and keep women.will be related to:

1. The extent of traditionalism in attitudes towards women's roles among teachers.

trainers, foremen, superyiSors and administrators.

2. The proportion of women.in that environment.

3. the extent to which an environment facilitates the development of social '

supports which contribute to the building of increased self esteem, greater

assertiveness, self-confidence and feelings of personal well being as women.
A

workers. These result from (a) informal relationships arising out of the

training or work experience, (b) direct efforts on the part of the environment

to build self -esteem and (c) direct training in ancillary skills women perhaps
_ --

have not had, euch-aa.physical fitness, shop math, etc.

4. The nt of pre-entry training and sensitizing of ad nistrative and

instructional staff and continued self evaluation overt e; Towhat extent

is there systematic work as a staff at developing sensit vities to the special

needs of women entering nontraditional occupations?

PREDISPOSING BACKGROUND,CHARACTERISITCS

There are also a variety of demographic and background eharacteristcs which

need, to be looked into in research on working women. Based on previous research:

we know that thedevelopment of nontraditional role commitments in women is the

result of a lengthy processin which parental values ar*expeCtations.play an

important role (Kagan and Moss, 1962; Ginzberg, 1966,; Bernard, 1966; Horner, 1972).

Although here again, we are forced to rely upon findings from research on college'

and professional women, it is likely that parallel processes occur kr other groupp

One researcher suggests that a disprbportionate number of women scientists and

engineers,Teport having been "tomboys" at some point in their childhood (A. Rossi,

1'965). having been a "tomboy" is indicative of a cluster of variables which

include such "unfeminine" traits as independence, aggressiveness, rough-housing

and getting dirty; playing boys' games rather than house with other girls, and so

on. Mat is important is that the child is allowed to experilbut with a reper-

toire of behaviors usually aluded Eb boys; a repertoire of,behaviors that a-

large body of reseqch argues relate io adult capacities and interests -(Kagan and

Moss) 1962). Eleanor Maceoby's research on intellectual functioning suggests the

importance of eatly independence training for the development of analytic and

problem solving skills in later rairs; yet another set of culturally d9tined male
0
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skills( gacCoby,1566). Thus, ieimportant'to develop measures :which assess

the extent:to which women pereeiVe theirParentbae having reinforced personal

independenCe and unconventional as OppOsed to'Uhventional sex- typed play and

appearance ,norms during their childhood iSauesas at what age Children

were allOwed to travel alone, left to take care Of theOfeelves, should be revealing

indicatoreW early opportunities for autonomy. OtherrissueS similar to those
:

..dealt with by Coleman -(1961) in his study of high'SchoOl. students might prove

fruitful-. Coleman's etudy'included-questio e,which tapped the relatiVe importance.:

of such things as.clothes, good grades, ath .etics, and popularity to the respondents

It include(lhs well a variety of, questions ealing with respondenta perceptions

of Sodrces of parental and teacher approval.

It might also be val.uabletoassess the extent to which parental family rela,-

tionships are.perceived as moreor,less egalitaan along those dimensiOnseng7

geSted by Rainwater (1966). More egalitarian parental relationships may be more

'conducive to the development of nontraditional work expectations in woden Salient :-

dimenaioneoffamily relatiohships suggested by Goode (1963) an,lKomarovsky (1962)

,should also inform the development of research on working women.

-Itgoeg without saying that in additiOn to'these more developmental factors

there are-avariety of more standard demographic variables such as -age, economic

situation, education and so on which must inform our understanding of the multiple

factors influencing work role choices among women. These factors have been dealt

with in great detail.in previouereseatCh.

.CONCLUDING REMARKS

4

The few questions and issues we have raised in this paperconstituie'only the
. -

barest beginnings of ideas WhiCh.can provide a basis for research on workin& women

which goes heyOnd,iisOcist and Claggist conceptions of work,. The' Ideas we wi4ll be

explOiifig in our particular. reSearch on working women derive from a central

assumption that pergonal identity and work roles are integrally related and

mutually reinforcing.'

Muchcan'be learned about:a person's concept of his or h' selfby khowing the

'kind of-work heor she chooses. Clearly there have been str:cturalharriers to

the selection of.certain kinds of work by certain kinds of people.- Big as these

barriers. loosen or break down people are in a position to make choices from:*

range's:3f alternatives-Which they feel are more or less'congruent with theirsense

of self. We really have very little information on how people takadvantage'of

13
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opportunities once; they are, available.- It is sociologically interesting to learn

about the "piOneere or "risk takers" and the personal attitudes, orientations
. .

''

and choice-making processes they bring to
I

new.role Options. It is forethieason

We are interested in looking at nontraditional work rolesamOng women:for they

yield insights into larger questiovis of nontraditionalocOnceptions of self. As

importantly they, provide some sense of "process" and other issues pertinent,to,:
r--

understanding Tole transfofmations and ultimately, social change.

The study currently in progress is an effort to take advantage of a unique

opportunity to describe and evalutate the experiences- of a-Iarge-Inimber-of-women

about to break into nontraditional blue collar fields. Until recetly the small

numbers of women in nontraditional blue collar jobs, coupled With their isolation

(one woman here, maybe, two there) has made locating and interviewing them costly

"both .in terMsof time and money. Because ,.of the recent emergence of federal,-

state and community programs geared to facilitating the entry of women into non-

traditional fields (an unusually high percentage of which' are in California) a a.

rather largeopool of working women who represent this 'population which has been

so under-represented in the social science and manpower literature is now locatable

and available for study without unusual expenditures of time or money.

With a grant from tEe' National InStitute of Mental Health, the Project on

Working Women at the University of California at San Diego will be studying working

women with a concern for two central research questions. (4) The first is a

very straightforward descriptive one Who are these women? What are their social

backgrounds; attitudesltowards marriage and family roles,; - feelings of self-worth,

ambivalence, competence and so,on? The.stUdy deals with this question by comparing,.

a cohort of women entering training for nontraditional jobs with a cohort of

Women entering traditional job training* (2) We are Able to ask a second set of

questions, partly because nontraditidhal training and work settings are simply

there" and studiable, but'more importantly because of the.researchers'scriosity

trainino
about what coMbinations ofitattors6lead to-what kinds of personal outcomes vis

vis the world of work.. -.This 'paper has suggested possible relationships but the

tesearch itself is quite open ended in that there is very. little previous research

on personal motivations, expectationp, role satisfaction and employment which has

dealt one, with womeniand two, with skilled tradeSrather than entry level jobs,

of high status professions. In this phase of the research primar5 attention will

be, given to such variables as feelings of self-wOrthl sense of acceptance by other:

of congruence between work'and family roles; self reported notions of growth,

14



saisfaction:confidence, autonomy, and employability or potential` or future job

Success. The -assessment of the -expectations..of significant others will be:a-central'

study. variable for interpreting. the diktctions in which-the nontraditional women

are moving.

The research in progress is based on interviews with individuals involved in

training or work programs in the community; cosmetology schools, feminist pie-entry

training progtdms'_ for the skilled trades, op-the job training at such places aS.

National Steel and $hip Building in'Sdn Diego. On-going programsin the community

are a less thri idedi-basildmetlic44logicalIY for a. study Vhithseeks to make-a7

contribution to our knowledge as Social. scientists and.. social planners.- However,

this country, its women and its-work force are in the mid-St-of change and the pros-

pect of studying chengs,-in-process'is what is exciting about this project. It is

a unique opportunity to study a too long overlooked group of works woien. Its

primary goal iS to umdeiStand and describe something about,who they are nd how

they deal with:their nontraditionality. Eowever;--ft-is-d_Oo an opportunity:to

evaluate the training process and look at its consequences for aspects of the self
,

and living with others as well as for employment. Research on working class. women

whith-attempits to 'capture the Variety. and Complexity of their life experience is

long overdu/e. The issues raised in this paper" represent Some preliminary consiOer-
;

ations which may need to be explored.
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